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ABSTRACT: Two redox-active bistable [2]catenanes com-
posed of macrocyclic polyethers of different sizes incorporating
both electron-rich 1,5-dioxynaphthalene (DNP) and electron-
deficient 4,4′-bipyridinium (BIPY2+) units, interlocked me-
chanically with the tetracationic cyclophane cyclobis(paraquat-
p-phenylene) (CBPQT4+), were obtained by donor−acceptor
template-directed syntheses in a threading-followed-by-cycliza-
tion protocol employing Cu(I)-catalyzed azide−alkyne 1,3-
dipolar cycloadditions in the final mechanical-bond forming
steps. These bistable [2]catenanes exemplify a design strategy for achieving redox-active switching between two translational
isomers, which are driven (i) by donor−acceptor interactions between the CBPQT4+ ring and DNP, or (ii) radical−radical
interactions between CBPQT2(•+) and BIPY•+, respectively. The switching processes, as well as the nature of the donor−acceptor
interactions in the ground states and the radical−radical interactions in the reduced states, were investigated by single-crystal X-
ray crystallography, dynamic 1H NMR spectroscopy, cyclic voltammetry, UV/vis spectroelectrochemistry, and electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. The crystal structure of one of the [2]catenanes in its trisradical tricationic redox
state provides direct evidence for the radical−radical interactions which drive the switching processes for these types of
mechanically interlocked molecules (MIMs). Variable-temperature 1H NMR spectroscopy reveals a degenerate rotational motion
of the BIPY2+ units in the CBPQT4+ ring for both of the two [2]catenanes, that is governed by a free energy barrier of 14.4 kcal
mol−1 for the larger catenane and 17.0 kcal mol−1 for the smaller one. Cyclic voltammetry provides evidence for the reversibility
of the switching processes which occurs following a three-electron reduction of the three BIPY2+ units to their radical cationic
forms. UV/vis spectroscopy confirms that the processes driving the switching are (i) of the donor−acceptor type, by the
observation of a 530 nm charge-transfer band in the ground state, and (ii) of the radical−radical ilk in the switched state as
indicated by an intense visible absorption (ca. 530 nm) and near-infrared (ca. 1100 nm) bands. EPR spectroscopic data reveal
that, in the switched state, the interacting BIPY•+ radical cations are in a fast exchange regime. In general, the findings lay the
foundations for future investigations where this radical−radical recognition motif is harnessed in bistable redox-active MIMs in
order to achieve close to homogeneous populations of co-conformations in both the ground and switched states.

■ INTRODUCTION
With our growing understanding of molecular recognition
processes1 and their use in aiding and abetting self-assembly
processes,2 mechanically interlocked molecules3 (MIMs), such
as catenanes,4 rotaxanes,5 and some unique topological
molecules such as Borromean rings6 and Solomon links,7

have been synthesized in high yields by employing template-
directed protocols8 which rely on noncovalent bonding
interactions.9 These protocols relate to supramolecular
assistance to covalent syntheses.10 Among the MIMs, redox-
active bistable catenanes and rotaxanes, derived from the π-
electron-deficient cyclobis(paraquat-p-phenylene) (CBPQT4+)
ring,11 interlocked with a ring or dumbbell component

incorporating π-electron-rich donor units, have attracted
considerable attention on account of their possible applications
and potential for use in molecular electronic devices,12

nanoelectromechanical systems,13 and mechanized nanopar-
ticles.14

We have helped to produce15 a blueprint over the years for
the construction of bistable MIMs of the donor−acceptor
redox-active ilk, which, by necessity have two non-degenerate
recognition sites for the CBPQT4+ ring, one of which must
display reversible redox chemistry. In the ground state, these
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bistable MIMs exhibit a distribution of co-conformations
governed by the relative affinities of the two donor recognition
units for the CBPQT4+ ring component. The distribution of the
ring can be switched by oxidizing reversibly the recognition unit
with the greater affinity for the ring. For example, we have
reported15c a bistable donor−acceptor [2]catenane composed
of two different π-donorsnamely, tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)
and 1,5-dioxynaphthalene (DNP) units in a macrocyclic
polyether, mechanically interlocked with the CBPQT4+

ringwhich demonstrates excellent translational selectivity,16

that is, approximately 150:1. More recently, Liu et al.17 have
investigated bistable [2]catenanes composed of the π-electron-
rich 1,5-dinaphtho[38]crown-10 as the degenerate ring
component, together with a rigid cyclophane incorporating
the electron-deficient 4,4′-bipyridinium dication (BIPY2+) and a
neutral unit which was either naphthalene diimide (NDI) or
pyromellitic diimide (PMI). These MIMs exhibit co-conforma-
tional selectivity (over 97:3) on account of the stronger
donor−acceptor interactions of the crown ether ring with the
BIPY2+ unit. In both of these examples, the ground state
displays a distribution of translational isomers as a consequence
of the design of the MIMs. A design strategy which avoids such
a ground-state distribution for these types of bistable MIMs
remains to be uncovered.
Recently, we discovered18 that positively charged BIPY2+

units and the CBPQT4+ ring form strong inclusion complexes
after all their BIPY2+ units have been reduced to their radical
cationic forms. These inclusion complexes are stabilized by
radical−radical interactions18b between their three BIPY•+

radical cation components. Furthermore, when it has the
diradical dicationic form, the CBPQT2(•+) ring loses19 its non-
covalent donor−acceptor affinity for π-electron-rich units such
as DNP. Likewise, in their fully oxidized forms, BIPY2+ units
and CBPQT4+ rings lose all their affinity for each other as a
consequence of Coulombic repulsion: indeed BIPY2+ units
serve20 as electrostatic barriers in contrast to providing stable
co-conformations. The incorporation of BIPY2+ and DNP as
two recognition units in a molecular switch constitutes (Figure
1) a step forward in devising a strategy for designing a bistable
MIM which avoids any population of minor co-conformations in
either its ground or switched states.
Herein, we discuss the strategy we have employed in the

synthesis of two new [2]catenanes for defining bistable MIMs
with near quantitative translational selectivity in both the
ground and switched states. The two new catenanes
composed of macrocyclic polyethers containing both elec-
tron-rich DNP and electron-deficient BIPY2+ recognition units
mechanically interlocked with the CBPQT4+ ringdemon-
strate reversible switching behavior, relying upon the donor−
acceptor interactions of the CBPQT4+ ring with DNP entities
in the ground state, and selective radical−radical interactions of
CBPQT2(•+) with BIPY•+ entities in the reduced state. The
switching behavior of these [2]catenanes has been charac-
terized by X-ray crystallography and UV/vis, 1H NMR, and
EPR spectroscopies in addition to cyclic voltammetry.
Furthermore, we have identified and investigated the rate of
degenerate motion of the BIPY2+ units of the CBPQT4+ ring,
which is affected by the size of the macrocyclic polyether
influencing the amount of Coulombic repulsion from the
positively charged BIPY2+ unit that functions as an electrostatic
barrier.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Synthesis and Design Strategy. The macrocyclic

polyethers 3·2PF6 and 5·2PF6 incorporating DNP and BIPY2+

units were synthesized in order to allow us to investigate the
strength of their intramolecular donor−acceptor interactions.
Their syntheses, which rely upon copper(I)-catalyzed azide−
alkyne cycloadditions21 (CuAAC) of the dialkyne 1·2PF6 with
either the diazide 2 or 4 under high dilution conditions,
afforded (Scheme 1) 3·2PF6 and 5·2PF6, respectively, as red
solids in 32 and 35% yield. The red color of the compounds is
the result of an intramolecular donor−acceptor charge transfer
from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the
DNP unit to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
of the BIPY2+ unit, which is confirmed22 by the weak
absorption band centered at 530 nm in MeCN solution. This
strong intramolecular interaction is also reflected in significant
shifts in the δ values of the resonances for the aromatic protons

Figure 1. (a) Design strategy for achieving redox-active bistability in a
[2]catenane which takes advantage of donor−acceptor and radical−
radical interactions. In the ground state, donor−acceptor interactions
between the π-electron-rich DNP unit of the macrocyclic polyether
and the BIPY2+ units of the CBPQT4+ ring dominate, as illustrated by
the free energy profile. The BIPY2+ unit of the macrocyclic polyether
resists inclusion inside the cavity of CBPQT4+ as a consequence of
Coulombic repulsion. After reduction of the CBPQT4+ ring and the
BIPY2+ unit of the macrocyclic polyether to their radical cationic
forms, BIPY•+ radical−radical interactions drive the switching of the
CBPQT2(•+) ring. In its diradical dicationic form, the CBPQT2(•+) ring
has no affinity for the DNP unit. (b) Traditional design strategy for
achieving redox-active bistable [2]catenanes, which relies on donor−
acceptor interactions in both redox states. By necessity, the ground
state exists as a distribution of translational isomers that is governed by
the relative affinities of the two donor units for the cavity of the
CBPQT4+ ring.
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in the 1H NMR spectra (see SI) compared with those for their
individual components 1·2PF6 and 2 and their 1:1 complex at a
9 mM concentration.
Single-crystal X-ray analyses revealed that the DNP and

BIPY2+ units in both 32+ and 52+ enter into face-to-face stacking
with each other as a consequence of favorable donor−acceptor
interactions, resulting in the closing up of the cavities for these
macrocyclic polyethers (see SI). It follows that, when
implementing the clipping approach to the formation of the
mechanical bond, a high energy barrier has to be overcome in
order to open up the closed cavity of the macrocyclic polyether
such that catenation can ensue. Attempts at catenations by
using a conventional clipping8,23 strategy, involving the reaction
of 1,4-bis(bromomethyl)benzene and 1,1′-[1,4-phenylenebis-
(methylene)]bis(4,4′-bipyridinium)bis(hexafluorophosphate)
in the presence of 3·2PF6 and 5·2PF6 as templates, were carried
out. In anticipation of the tricationic intermediate being formed
prior to closure of the CBPQT4+ ring, we hypothesized that
catenation24 can occur even in the presence of the dicationic
BIPY2+ units of the self-complexing macrocyclic polyethers
3·2PF6 and 5·2PF6. None of the desired catenanes were formed
during this reaction, however, indicating that the intramolecular
donor−acceptor interactions are presumably much greater than
the intermolecular donor−acceptor interactions between the
tricationic intermediate and the DNP unit.
In order to minimize the influence of the intramolecular

recognition processes in the macrocyclic polyethers, which
compete with intermolecular ones during the template-directed
syntheses, we examined catenation using a threading-followed-
by-cyclization approach. 1H NMR titration of equimolar
amounts of 2 and CBPQT·4PF6 at 9 mM showed (see SI)
large upfield shifts of the DNP protons H2/6 and H3/7 by
approximately 0.8 and 1.5 ppm, respectively, and H4/8 by 5.4
ppm. The complexation of 2 and CBPQT·4PF6 was not
affected by adding 1.0 equiv of 1·2PF6 to the solution,
indicating that 1·2PF6 is not involved in the competitive
binding process. Encouraged by this result, the [2]catenane
6·6PF6 was obtained (Scheme 1) in 11% yield by a
macrocyclization of the complex 2⊂CBPQT·4PF6 and 1·2PF6
in a 1:1:1 ratio catalyzed by Cu(I) at room temperature under
high dilution conditions (10 mM for each component). The
low yield is ascribed to the energetically costly influence of

Coulombic repulsion between the BIPY2+ unit of the acyclic
polyether intermediate and CBPQT4+ during the cyclization
process. The [2]catenane 7·6PF6 was prepared in a similar
fashion in 3% yield by a cyclization of complex
4⊂CBPQT·4PF6 and 1·2PF6 in a 1:1:1 ratio of each of the
components. The much smaller ring size in the case of 7·6PF6,
compared with that of 6·6PF6, forces the positively charged
BIPY2+ units into even closer proximity with the CBPQT4+

ring, a situation which likely raises the conformational
transition-state energies of the cyclization leading to a lower
yield of this [2]catenane. The [2]catenanes 6·6PF6 and 7·6PF6
were characterized by 1H, 13C, and 1H−1H COSY NMR
spectroscopies (Figure 2 and SI) as well as by high-resolution
mass spectrometry.

X-ray Crystallography. The fact that the CBPQT4+ rings
and BIPY2+ units are mutually repulsive in their fully oxidized
forms has been investigated thoroughly in rotaxanes as well as
in their pseudorotaxane precursors. If the CBPQT4+ ring must

Scheme 1. Syntheses of the Two Free Macrocyclic Polyethers 3·2PF6 and 5·2PF6 and Template-Directed Syntheses of the Two
[2]Catenanes 6·6PF6 and 7·6PF6, Respectively, Employing a Threading-Followed-by-Cyclization Protocola

aEach reaction employs the Cu(I)-catalyzed 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition between the terminal alkynes of 1·2PF6 and the azides of 2 or 4.

Figure 2. Partial 1H NMR spectra of (top) 7·6PF6 and (bottom)
6·6PF6. Assignments of the resonances were made with the assistance
of data from 2D 1H−1H COSY experiments.
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pass over BIPY2+ units in order to encircle a π-electron-rich
unit, in the case of either rotaxanes20b−e or pseudorotaxanes,20e

the rate of shuttling or that of complex formation is decreased
by many orders of magnitude as a consequence of electrostatic
repulsion, which greatly increases the transition state energies
for these processes. Little is known, however, about the nature
of these repulsive interactions in the solid-state. Single crystals
suitable for X-ray diffraction25,26 were grown (i) by vapor
diffusion of iPr2O into a solution of 6·6PF6 in MeCN and by
(ii) vapor diffusion of Et2O into a solution of 7·6PF6 in
Me2CO. The solid-state structures of 6

6+ and 76+ are illustrated
in Figure 3.

In the case of 66+, the unit cell of the crystal is monoclinic
and belongs to the C2/c space group. The DNP unit of the
macrocyclic polyether component resides inside the cavity of
the CBPQT4+ ring in an almost centrosymmetric fashion,
separated by distances which are characteristic of π-associated
donor−acceptor interactionsnamely, 3.40 and 3.39 Å from
the two BIPY2+ units in the ring. The protons on C4/8 of the
DNP unit are engaged in [C−H···π] interactions20d,27 with the
phenylene units of the CBPQT4+ ring, a structural feature
which places these 4/8 protons directly in the shielding zone of
the phenylene rings, resulting in their substantial upfield 1H
NMR chemical shifts. Overall, this type of structural arrange-
ment is one which is commonly observed27 for DNP units

located inside the cavity of the CBPQT4+ ring. The BIPY2+ unit
in the macrocyclic polyether is located distant from the
tetracationic cyclophane. A distance of 8.46 Å spans the gap
between the centroids of the BIPY2+ unit of the macrocyclic
polyether and the closer of the two BIPY2+ units of the
CBPQT4+ ring. This large distance is a consequence of
Coulombic repulsion and is consistent20 with our previous
investigations, which have demonstrated that BIPY2+ units serve
as electrostatic barriers for the CBPQT4+ ring. In addition to
donor−acceptor π-stacking and [C−H···π] interactions, the
second, third and fourth oxygen atoms of the polyether ring are
engaged in [C−H···O] interactions with the relatively acidic
protons on the carbon atoms α to the formally positive
nitrogen atoms of the CBPQT4+ ring. The distances between
the acidic α protons and the oxygen atoms range from
approximately 2.2 to 3.0 Å. These [C−H···O] interactions are
similar27,28 to those commonly observed in previously
investigated systems involving the CBPQT4+ ring and DNP
units functionalized with oligoethylene glycol chains. Other
important structural features of note are the torsional angles of
the BIPY2+ units. In their dicationic forms, BIPY2+ units
commonly adopt relatively large torsional angles (∼35°)
between the mean planes of their two pyridinium rings. The
torsional angle of the BIPY2+ unit in the macrocyclic polyether
is 42°. When the LUMO of the BIPY2+ unit becomes
populated29 with electrons donated from the HOMO of π-
electron-rich species, however, the central aryl C−C bond takes
on double-bond character and is decreased in length. This trend
happens as a consequence of the antibonding nature of the
LUMO, which acts to shorten the length of some C−C bonds,
while elongating others in a manner that leads to an overall
reduction of the bond order in the BIPY2+ unit. The
consequence of the central aryl C−C bond assuming double-
bond character is that free rotation about this bond is hindered,
and the two pyridinium units become increasingly coplanar
with one another. Hence, the torsional angles of the BIPY2+

units serve as indicators for donor−acceptor interactions. The
torsional angles of the two BIPY2+ units of the CBPQT4+ ring
are both much lessbetween 0 and 4°than that in the
macrocyclic polyether as a result of donor−acceptor
interactions with the included DNP unit.
In the case of 76+, the unit cell of the crystal is monoclinic

and belongs to the P21/n space group. The DNP unit resides in
an almost centrosymmetric fashion inside the cavity of the
CBPQT4+ ring, although it deviates more than its larger
analogue, since it is located closer to one side (3.35 Å) of the
ring than to the other (3.46 Å). The BIPY2+ unit in the
CBPQT4+ ring closer to the DNP unit reveals a smaller
torsional angle (3.5°) compared to that (16°) of the BIPY2+

farther away. The protons on C4/8 of the DNP unit are also
found to be engaged in [C−H···π] interactions with the
phenylene linkers in the CBPQT4+ ring. The BIPY2+ unit in the
macrocyclic polyether is situated much closer to the CBPQT4+

ring, alongside one of its two phenylene units with a distance of
4.31 Å separating their respective centroids. Since the small
circumference of the macrocyclic polyether places considerable
geometric constraints on the location of the BIPY2+ unit, the
fact that it lies close in proximity to one of the phenylene
linkers in the CBPQT4+ ring is most likely because of its
tendency to minimize Coulombic repulsions. The relatively
large torsional angle (36°) of the BIPY2+ unit in the macrocyclic
polyether indicates little to no π-donor−acceptor type
interactions with the phenylene unit in the CBPQT4+ ring,

Figure 3. Different views of the solid-state structures of the
[2]catenanes 66+ (a−c) and 76+ (d−f) in their ground states. The
PF6

− counterions and solvent molecules have been omitted for the
sake of clarity. In (b) and (e), the distances labeled are those measured
from the proton and oxygen/nitrogen atoms of the [C−H···O] and
[C−H···N] interactions, despite the fact that the hydrogen atoms have
been removed for clarity’s sake.
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and its close proximity is solely a result of the geometric
constraints of the crown ether, while minimizing Coulombic
repulsions. This kind of co-conformation stands out in stark
contrast to the co-conformations observed in catenanes where
two donor units are incorporated into the macrocyclic
polyether. In these cases,15c,27a,30 where the secondary donor
unit does not reside inside the cavity of the CBPQT4+ ring, it is
nonetheless situated comfortably alongside one of the BIPY2+

units in order to maximize favorable π−π stacking interactions.
This intercomponent interaction effectively leads to an inside
and outside BIPY2+ unit. In the case of 7·6PF6, Coulombic
repulsion mitigates against this type of co-conformation, and
instead we observe a co-conformation which has inside and
outside phenylene units. The triazole units of 76+ also appear to
play a significant role as hydrogen bond acceptors, a situation
which is not the case for 66+. The closer proximity of the
triazole units for 76+, brought about by the smaller geometric
circumference of the macrocyclic polyether, promotes their
ability to form [C−H···N] interactions with the acidic α
protons of one of the BIPY2+ units in the CBPQT4+ ring.
Distances of ∼2.6−2.7 Å characterize the separation between
the nitrogen atoms in the 2-position of the two triazole rings
with the α protons of the CBPQT4+ ring. The more typical
[C−H···O] interactions between the second oxygen atoms of
the polyether loop with the α, as well as the β, protons on a
BIPY2+ unit are also observed. The three-dimensional super-
structures associated with the crystal packing in 66+ and 76+ are
both highly ordered (see the cif files).
The solid-state structure of the [2]catenane 76+ in its reduced

trisradical tricationic redox state 73(•+) was also investigated. We
employed zinc dust as a heterogeneous reducing agent since it
is known to reduce31 BIPY2+ units to their BIPY•+ radical
cationic forms. Single crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction
analysis were obtained32 by slow vapor diffusion of iPr2O into a
purple MeCN solution of 73(•+) as its PF6

− salt. The solid-state
structure of the purple plate crystals which grew revealed
(Figure 4), first of all, that the [2]catenane had indeed been
reduced to its trisradical form by the observation of three PF6

−

counterions in the solid-state superstructure per [2]catenane.
The BIPY•+ radical cation in the macrocyclic polyether resides
inside the cavity of the CBPQT2(•+) ring as a consequence of
favorable radical−radical interactions with its BIPY•+ radical
cations. In contrast to a previously studied inclusion complex18b

involving the methyl viologen radical cation included inside the
cavity of the CBPQT2(•+) ring, the BIPY•+ unit in the crown
ether deviates significantly from a centrosymmetric occupancy.
Specifically, the BIPY•+ is located significantly closer to one side
(3.08 Å) of the CBPQT2(•+) ring than the other (3.40 Å), and
one pyridinium ring is located more closely toward the center
of the cavity than the other. This deviation from centrosym-
metry is most likely a consequence of the constrained geometry
of the macrocyclic polyether, as well as the [C−H···O] and
[C−H···N] interactions, which only occur on one side of the
macrocyclic polyether whereas they are absent on the other. In
addition, the BIPY•+ unit is bowed, with the terminal
methylene-to-nitrogen bonds subtending an angle of
∼170°a deviation of 10° from the conventional linear
geometry of a BIPY•+ unit. Since a radical electron populates
each of their antibonding orbitials, the torsional angles of the
BIPY•+ radical cation units tend toward zeroas is the case for
donor−acceptor interactions (vide supra). The fact that the
torsional angles of all the BIPY•+ units are less than 7° is
another indication that these units are indeed in their radical

cationic forms. The DNP unit of the macrocyclic polyether is
located alongside one of the BIPY•+ units in the CBPQT2(•+)

ring, separated by a plane-to-plane distance of 3.25 Å. In
contrast to the way alongside DNP units typically interact27

with BIPY2+ units in their dicationic form, the DNP unit of
73(•+) and the BIPY•+ radical cation are offset by an amount
more than what is typically observed. Instead, the DNP unit is
located far off to one side of the BIPY•+ of the CBPQT2(•+)

ring, partially overlapping with only one of the pyridinium
rings, extending toward the methylene carbons. This
observation can be explained by the fact that DNP units
interact only very weakly at best with BIPY•+ units when they
are in their radical cationic states. The fact that there is any
interaction at all is most likely a result of the constraining
geometry of the relatively small crown ether. The super-
structure of 73(•+) reveals an unusual packing geometry. Two
neighboring 73(•+) catenanes in the trisradical state are held
together by the alongside BIPY•+ units of the CBPQT2(•+) ring
components, with a centroid-to-centroid separation of 3.17 Å
between these adjacent BIPY•+ units. The DNP units stack with
the inside BIPY•+ radical cations from an adjacent catenane,
overlapping with the remaining pyridinium ring not already
interacting intramolecularly with its own DNP unit. Overall, the
superstructure of 73(•+)·3PF6 is arranged (Figure 4e) in an
infinite stack of D-R-R-R-R-R-R-D, where D and R denote
donor DNP and BIPY(•+) radical cation, respectively. The
three-dimensional superstructure of 73(•+) is also highly ordered
in the crystal packing. This crystal structure provides structural
evidence for the basis of radical−radical interactions utilized in
the template-directed synthesis of rotaxanes33 and their

Figure 4. Different views (a−d) of the solid-state structure of the
trisradical tricationic 73(•+) and (e) a view of its superstructure
displaying the packing arrangement between adjacent 73(•+) molecules.
The PF6

− counterions and solvent molecules have been omitted for
the sake of clarity. In the illustration, R stands for a radical cationic unit
and D stands for a π-electron donor unit. In (d), the distances labeled
are those measured from the hydrogen to the oxygen/nitrogen atoms
of the [C−H···O]/[C−H···N] interactions despite the fact that the
hydrogen atoms have been removed for clarity’s sake.
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switching.34 We further speculate that the imposition of the
DNP unit along the π-stacking axis may lead to atypical charge-
transport properties in the context of field effect transistors,
which we are currently investigating.

1H NMR Spectroscopy. We have employed dynamic 1H
NMR spectroscopy to probe (Figure 5) the conformational and
co-conformational behavior of 66+ and 76+ in their fully oxidized
states. First of all, the resonances of H4/8 on the DNP units are
shifted upfield dramatically to δ ≈ 2.2 ppm in the case of both
catenanes. These large upfield shifts are a result of [C−H···π]
interactions of these protons with the phenylene linkers in the
CBPQT4+ ringan observation which confirms the DNP unit
is encircled by the CBPQT4+ ring in solution. All the other
resonances observed in the aromatic region of the 1H NMR
spectra have been assigned (see SI) using 1H−1H correlation
spectroscopy. It is important to note the presence of two
separate resonances for both the α and β protons of the
CBPQT4+ rings at low temperatures. This doubling up of these
signals is a consequence of the DNP unit imposing its local C2h

symmetry on the CBPQT4+ ring, resulting in a two-fold
separation of the signals associated with α and β protons on

each BIPY2+ unit of the rings. At low temperatures, the
degenerate rotational motions of the BIPY2+ and DNP units
which exchanges these protons between different chemical
environments above room temperature, becomes slow on the
1H NMR time scale. In addition, we must consider the
influence of co-conformational changes on the resulting proton
chemical environment. It may be recalled that, in the solid-state
of 76+, the dicationic BIPY2+ unit of the macrocyclic polyether
enters into a close stacking-like geometry with one of the
phenylene units of the CBPQT4+ ring, such that there are no
longer inside and outside BIPY2+ units associated with the
CBPQT4+ ring, but rather inside and outside phenylene units.
One piece of evidence which supports the existence of this co-
conformation in solution is that the chemical shifts of the
resonances assigned to the phenylene protons are shifted
upfield in comparison with those in the larger catenane,
evidence35 which suggests an enhanced shielding effect caused
by the enforced proximity of the BIPY2+ unit to one of the
phenylene units in 76+ compared to the situation in 66+. This
co-conformation would lead to a further doubling of the signals
for the α and β protons. Hence, in the slow-exchange limit, we

Figure 5. Partial variable-temperature 1H NMR spectra of 6·6PF6 recorded in CD3CN. Coalescence temperatures for different pairs of exchanging
resonances are indicated on the spectra as Tc.
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would expect to see a total of four α and four β proton
resonances, respectively, for the CBPQT4+ ring. Even at low
temperatures, however, we are only able to observe a pair of
resonances for both the α and β protons, indicating that the
degenerate pirouetting motion of the polyether loop is always
fast on the 1H NMR time scale under the experimental
conditions we have employed so far. Nevertheless, this co-
conformational preference further offers an explanation as to
why we do not observe a total of four signals for the α and β
protons of the CBPQT4+ ring. It stands to reason that, as a
consequence of the lack of the usual alongside donor−acceptor
interactions involving the BIPY2+ units of the CBPQT4+ ring
and the macrocyclic polyether that arise from this distinctive
co-conformation, the degenerate pirouetting motion is much
faster in comparison36 with previously studied donor−acceptor
catenanes. The hypothesis associated with this fast pirouetting
motion is also supported by the observation of only three
signals, instead of six, arising from the protons associated with
the DNP unit at all the temperatures investigated.
In order to investigate the dynamic motion associated with

the degenerate rotations of the DNP and BIPY2+ units of the
CBPQT4+ ring, 1H NMR spectroscopy was carried out at a
range of temperatures for both cases in CD3CN over a range of
253 to 333 K. The resonances associated with the α and β
protons of the BIPY2+ units, along with the methyl (HCH2

) and
phenylene (HAr) groups of the CBPQT4+ ring in 66+ were all
observed to undergo broadening, coalescence, and sharpening
up again as the temperature was increased from 253 to 333 K
(Figure 5). The coalescences for the α, β, methylene, and
phenylene protons were all observed to occur at different
temperatures. These observations are consistent with the
degenerate rotation37 of the DNP and BIPY2+ units of the
CBPQT4+ ring. By calculating38 the rate of exchange (kc) at the
different coalescence temperatures (Tc) associated with the
different sets of exchanging protons, the enthalpic (ΔH⧧) and
entropic (ΔS⧧) contributions to the free energy barrier (ΔG⧧)
governing the degenerate rotations can be obtained for 6·6PF6.
The free energy barrier ΔG⧧ was found to be 14.4 kcal mol−1.
The free energy barrier of the transition state for this motion is
associated (Figure 6) with an enthalpy of activation equal to
11.1 kcal mol−1 and is disfavored entropically by −11.1 cal

mol−1 K−1. In the case of 76+, the close proximity of the
positively charged BIPY2+ unit in the crown ether to the
CBPQT4+ ring increases the free energy barrier to the
circumrotational processes, most likely as a result of both
increased steric interactions and Coulombic forces. We believe
that both of these factors conspire together to raise39 the free
energy barrier (ΔG⧧ = 17.0 kcal mol−1), leading to the elevated
coalescence temperatures observed (see SI) for 7·6PF6.

Electrochemistry. The redox-activated switching processes
for 66+ and 76+ were characterized (Figure 7) by cyclic

voltammetry (CV) and square-wave differential pulse voltam-
metry (DPV). The BIPY2+ unit of the macrocyclic polyether
serves as a recognition unit, provided both it and the CBPQT4+

ring are reduced to their radical cationic forms. The crown
ethers 32+ and 52+, containing in each case only one BIPY2+

unit, undergo (see SI) two consecutive reversible one-electron
processes, 32+→3(•+) and 52+→5(•+) (−0.40 and −0.37 V at
peak potential) and 3(•+)→3 and 5(•+)→5 (−0.83 V at peak
potential), while the free CBPQT4+ ring with its two BIPY2+

units exhibits (see SI) two consecutive reversible two-electron
processes, CBPQT4+→CBPQT2(•+) (−0.30 V at peak poten-
tial) and CBPQT2(•+)→CBPQT (−0.73 V at peak potential).
The reduction of the [2]catenane 66+ to its trisradical tricationic

Figure 6. Eyring plot using the rate of exchange (pirouetting, kEx)
obtained from different pairs of protons undergoing site exchanges at
different coalescence temperatures. The slope of the best-fit line is
proportional to a free enthalpy of activation of ΔH⧧, and the intercept
affords the free entropy of activation ΔS⧧.

Figure 7. (a) Cyclic voltammogram recorded on a solution of 6·6PF6
(MeCN, 1 mM, 298 K, 10 mV s−1). The inset shows the square-wave
DPV of 6·6PF6 recorded for the first redox process. (b) Cyclic
voltammogram recorded on a solution of 7·6PF6 (MeCN, 1 mM, 298
K, 50 mV s−1). The inset shows the square-wave DPV of 7·6PF6
recorded in the region of the first two redox processes.
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form is observed to proceed (Figure 7a) as a single three-
electron redox process. The reduction peak at −0.24 V, which
corresponds to this three-electron process, can be assigned to
three one-electron reductionstwo electrons being transferred
to the LUMOs of the two BIPY2+ units of the CBPQT4+ ring
(CBPQT4+→CBPQT2(•+)), and the other electron to the
LUMO of BIPY2+ unit of the macrocyclic polyether
component. This reduction potential is shifted positively
compared to both those of the free macrocycle 3·2PF6 and
CBPQT·4PF6 as a consequence of the stability of the BIPY•+

radical−radical interactions which occur in the trisradical
tricationic form of 66+. A consequence of this three-electron
reduction is that the diradical dicationic CBPQT2(•+) ring
encircles the BIPY•+ radical cation of the macrocyclic polyether,
stabilized by radical−radical interactions. Evidence for this co-
conformational state can be ascertained by analysis of the
reduction processes which lead to the fully reduced (neutral)
form of the catenane. The second reduction peak (−0.75 V)
can be assigned to the one-electron reduction of the BIPY•+

unit of the CBPQT2(•+) ring (CBPQT2(•+)→CBPQT•+) which
is not as strongly engaged in radical−radical interactions with
the BIPY•+ radical cation of the macrocyclic polyether based on
the hypothesis that the spin of its radical electron is left
unpaired. The third two-electron reduction peak observed at
−1.00 V can be attributed to two simultaneous one-electron
reductions (CBPQT(•+)→CBPQT and 3(•+)/3) of the two
spin-paired BIPY•+ units. Because of this favorable radical
pairing between the two BIPY•+ radical cations, the last
reduction process is shifted to a substantially more negative
value, compared to the second reduction peaks of the free
CBPQT4+ and macrocyclic polyether 32+ observed at −0.73 and
−0.83 V, respectively. The existence of this negative shift is
characteristic of the encirclement of CBPQT2(•+) around the
BIPY•+ unit of the crown ether component. The return scan
shows that all three of these reduction processes are reversible,
at least on the time scale of the experiment in question.
Reoxidation of the trisradical tricationic form of 66+ reinstates
favorable donor−acceptor interactions resulting in a return to
the ground-state co-conformation in which the CBPQT4+ ring
encircles exclusively the DNP unit.
On the other hand, the CV of the smaller [2]catenane

7·6PF6 reveals (Figure 7b) four consecutive reversible redox
processes. Because of the smaller size of the macrocyclic
polyether, reduction of 76+ to its trisradical tricationic form
occurs over two discrete redox processes, both of which were
confirmed by DPV. The first reduction peak observed at −0.26
V, which corresponds to a two-electron process, can be
assigned to two one-electron reductionsone electron being
transferred to one of the BIPY2+ units of the CBPQT4+ ring
(CBPQT4+→CBPQT(2+)(•+)), and the other to the BIPY2+ unit
of the crown ether component (52+→5•+). We hypothesize that
the constrained geometry of the macrocyclic polyether
stabilizeseither kinetically or thermodynamicallythis bis-
radical tetracationic co-conformation, in which the DNP unit
resides inside the cavity of the CBPQT(2+)(•+) ring, even if only
on a time scale that is long compared to that of the experiment.
As a result, the reduction of the dicationic BIPY2+ unit of the
CBPQT(2+)(•+) ring occurs as a separate redox-process observed
at −0.33 V (peak potential), generating the trisradical form of
the catenane. We hypothesize the CBPQT2(•+) ring now moves
from the DNP unit and encircles the BIPY•+ radical cation as a
consequence of favorable radical−radical interactions that
ensue. The third reduction peak (−0.81 V) can be assigned

to the one-electron reduction of the unpaired BIPY•+ unit of
the CBPQT2(•+) ring (CBPQT2(•+)→CBPQT(•+)). The fourth
reduction peak (−1.00 V) can be attributed to two
simultaneous one-electron reductions of the spin-paired
BIPY•+ radical cations. At a scan rate of 50 mV s−1, all of
these redox processes appear to be reversible.

UV/Vis Spectroscopy. The free crown ethers 3·2PF6 and
5·2PF6 as well as the [2]catenanes 6·6PF6 and 7·6PF6 were all
characterized (Figure 8) by UV/vis spectroscopy employing

spectroelectrochemical techniques in MeCN solutions. Intra-
molecular donor−acceptor interactions between the DNP and
BIPY2+ units in the crown ethers 32+ and 52+ were confirmed by
the broad charge-transfer band centered around 490 nm with
molar absorptivities of 2.28 × 104 m2 mol−1 for both
macrocyclic polyethers. The maximum intensities of the
charge-transfer bands were red-shifted to 534 nm in the case
of the [2]catenanes 66+ and 76+ and gave corresponding molar
absorptivities of 6.72 × 104 and 1.02 × 105 m2 mol−1,
respectively.

Figure 8. Results of spectroelectrochemistry experiments recorded on
a solution of (a) 6·6PF6 and (b) 7·6PF6 (MeCN, 0.25 mM, 298 K,
−0.5 V potential). The insets show the results from their free
macrocyclic components 3·2PF6 and 5·2PF6, respectively, recorded
under identical conditions.
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Application of a −0.5 V potential to solutions of the two
crown ethers 32+ and 52+, as well as of the [2]catenanes 66+ and
76+, resulted in significant changes to the UV/vis region of the
absorption spectra consistent with the formation of BIPY•+

radical cations. The resulting dark purple solutions of 66+ and
76+, however, display absorption bands centered around ∼530
nm as well as broad bands of lesser intensities in the NIR, both
of which are consistent with the absorption spectra of the
BIPY•+ radical cations in their “pimerized” 40 forms, previously
observed18,33,34 in both supramolecular and mechanically
interlocked systems employing BIPY•+ radical−radical inter-
actions. These characteristic maximum absorptions support the
conclusions drawn from the CV and X-ray crystallographic data
that encirclement of the CBPQT2(•+) ring around the BIPY•+

radical cation unit of the macrocyclic polyether occurs after a
three-electron reduction for both 66+ and 76+. By contrast, the
absorption spectra for the free CBPQT4+ ring as well as the free
crown ethers 32+ and 52+ exhibit an intense absorption band
(λmax = 603 nm) characteristic of BIPY•+ radical cations existing
in their monomeric forms.
EPR Spectroscopy. The trisradical tricationic redox state of

the two [2]catenanes − 63(•+) and 73(•+) − as well as the radical
cationic states of their free components, were investigated
(Figure 9) further by EPR spectroscopy in MeCN at 298 K.
Both macrocycles 3•+ and 5•+ display well-resolved hyperfine
splitting in their EPR spectra, indicating that both of these

compounds exist in low spin-exchange regimes. The macrocycle
5•+ shows a broader spectrum than does 3•+, an observation
which can be explained by the slower tumbling rate in the case
of the larger macrocycle, namely 3•+. The free CBPQT2(•+) ring
is also in a high spin exchange regime as a result of
intramolecular interactions between its two constituent
BIPY•+ units. The trisradical tricationic [2]catenanes 63(•+)

and 73(•+) afford spectra that are fully broadened, with no
discernible hyperfine splitting, indicating an intramolecular spin
exchange interaction between the CBPQT2(•+) diradical
dication and the BIPY•+ units of the macrocyclic polyethers.
The observations of a lack of hyperfine splitting are completely
consistent18a with the previously reported bistable [2]rotaxanes
made to switch by employing radical−radical interactions.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In a nutshell, we have introduced a design strategy for obtaining
bistable [2]catenanes that exist not as a distribution of co-
conformations in either their ground or switched states, but
rather as single co-conformations. By employing donor−
acceptor interactions together with Coulombic repulsions in
the ground state, a single co-conformation can be attained. By
taking advantage of radical−radical interactions to obtain the
switched state, and thereby nullifying the donor−acceptor
recognition, leading once again to only one co-conformation.
We have provided evidence in solution in the form of 1H NMR,
UV/vis, and EPR spectroscopic data as well as experiments of
an electrochemical nature in order to demonstrate the
operation of this all-or-nothing switching. The lack of a
distribution of co-conformations is in stark contrast to the
mechanism of switching of the more typical redox-active
bistable MIMs in the literature which have relied almost
exclusively on two different donor units, one with a greater
affinity for the electron-deficient ring than the other. Even
though a secondary donor unit incorporated into the bistable
MIM is usually an order of magnitude or more weakerby the
very nature of the mechanism of switching implicit in the
designsome of the co-conformation involving encirclement
of the weaker donor must exist to some extent. Establishing a
mechanism of switching, which leads to a single and exclusive
population of just one co-conformation in both the ground and
switched states, has positive implications for applications which
utilize the mechanical motions of these bistable MIMs to
achieve some desired function. When considering applications
in the context of solid-state molecular electronic devices, the
radical states of these bistable [2]catenanes in their single
crystalline forms may possess more complex and unique
transport properties than those typically observed for the more
thoroughly investigated closed-shell organic semiconductors.
Future work is necessary in devising synthetic protocols that
will increase the yields of these [2]catenanes. High-yielding
synthetic procedures, which could rely33 on radical templation,
are a requirement if these mechanically interlocked molecules
are to be integrated into molecular and bulk electronic devices.
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